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DPDA – Continued 

 Recent shear wave velocity measurements

 Calibration of equivalent linear model for:

 Soil type

 Dynamic response – shear modulus and damping

 Published in Seismological Research Letters (SRL) in November 2018

 No real test of the model – only small earthquakes nearby or larger 

earthquakes far away

 Until November 30, 2018



Layer
Vs-xx 

(m/sec)

Fundament

al Period 

(sec)*

Site Class

30m 260 0.46

D
60m 320 0.75

Top of Till 

(47m)
270 0.69



Applicability of an EL Model at 

DPDA

 Using the shear strain index and DPDA 

 Iγ = PGVin/VS30  Idriss (2011)

 Kim et al. (2016) showed that EL and NL were similar when Iγ ≤ 0.1%

 Using this we find that for DPDA EL analyses are adequate for PGV = 

28 cm/sec and lower.

 Incident PGVs measured for November’s earthquake were less than 

20 cm/sec.





Modeling with STRATA and Deepsoil

 Confidence developed with STRATA EL model

 Developed second model in Deepsoil, both EL and NL

 Tested the results using the same model parameters and layers as in 
STRATA

 Deepsoil will give both EL and NL results as part of the analysis

 Benefits and Limitations of the NL model?

 Does not have the same limits on shear strain

 Complicated inputs that are often well beyond the parameters typically 
collected in a local geotechnical study



STRATA and Deepsoil Models



Slope Stability, 
Anchorage, and 
the Building Code

 Update to Local Amendments as 
2018 IBC is being adopted.

 Seismic Hazard Zones 4 and 5 have 
several restrictions.

 kh = 0.2 in Zones 4 and 5

 kh = 0.3 in Zones 1 through 3

 Where kh is the pseudostatic
seismic coefficient used in limit 
equilibrium slope stability 
methods.

 For slopes that are allowed some 
tolerance for movement kh is 
commonly ½ PGA

 Not appropriate in all cases!

 Is this still appropriate?



Ground Motions Used

 November 30, 2018 Earthquake – motion measured at D6 instrument

 2012 Tohoku Earthquake – motions applied at surface and 

deconvolved

 Suite of crustal fault and other ground motions programmed into 

Deepsoil (Imperial Valley, Loma Prieta, Northridge, Parkfield, and 

others.

 Scaled November 30 and Tohoku Earthquakes to better fill in the 
gaps of PGAs being tested.



Table of Ground Motion 

Characteristics

Earthquake Epicentral 

Distance 

(km)

Site Shear 

Wave 

velocity 

(m/s)

D5-95 

(seconds)

PGA (g)

Anchorage 

- Surface

15 270 19 0.25 (N-S)

0.25 (E-W)

Tohoku –

MYG015

174 279 116 0.43 (N-S)

0.35 (E-W)

Tohoku –

HDK106

473 277 150 0.02

Crustal and 

other EQs

Varies Varies Varies 0.1 to 0.82



What We Expect



Turning up the Shaking

 Results suggest kh = 

0.2 may be 
reasonable for a 

minimum value for 

downtown 

Anchorage.

 While other ground 

motions can be 

evaluated, the 

general trend follows 

what is expected.





Conclusions

 Prior to the Anchorage Earthquake we had small or distant earthquakes 
to test the DPDA model.

 The findings from the recent earthquake gives confidence in the ability 
to model the DPDA into the nonlinear response of the BCF.

 Based on the results of the analysis, a reduction in PGA is anticipated in 
the downtown Anchorage area.

 Based on shear strain observed in the nonlinear model, failure at 
specific layers is likely result for loss in energy transferred to the surface.

 These results may hold true for limit equilibrium analyses, but other 
methods may better account for response of slopes. 

 Other considerations should be applied when using more advanced 
modeling.



Questions?


